
ABSTRACT
We present a survey of design issues for developing effec-
tive free-space three-dimensional (3D) user interfaces. Our
survey is based upon previous work in 3D interaction, our
experience in developing free-space interfaces, and our
informal observations of test users. We illustrate our design
issues using examples drawn from instances of 3D inter-
faces.

For example, our first issue suggests that users have diffi-
culty understanding three-dimensional space. We offer a set
of strategies which may help users to better perceive a 3D
virtual environment, including the use of spatial references,
relative gesture, two-handed interaction, multisensory feed-
back, physical constraints, and head tracking. We describe
interfaces which employ these strategies.

Our major contribution is the synthesis of many scattered
results, observations, and examples into a common frame-
work. This framework should serve as a guide to researchers
or systems builders who may not be familiar with design
issues in spatial input. Where appropriate, we also try to
identify areas in free-space 3D interaction which we see as
likely candidates for additional research.

An extended and annotated version of the references list for
this paper is available on-line through mosaic at address
http://uvacs.cs.virginia.edu/~kph2q/.
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INTRODUCTION
The termspatial input refers to interfaces based upon free-
space 3D input technologies such as camera-based or mag-
netic trackers [52][53], as opposed to desktop devices such
as the mouse or the Spaceball [58]. In the literature, a wide
variety of interfaces for manipulating three-dimensional
objects have been described as “3D interfaces,” but we find
it useful to use the termspatial input to distinguish the class
of 3D interfaces based upon free-space interaction.

Thus, rather than trying to identify issues which are applica-
ble to all forms of 3D input, we restrict the present survey to
interfaces that employ free-space input devices. Also, to
maintain the focus of the survey, we do not discuss general
techniques for graphical interaction, such as progressive
refinement [4][11], nor do we describe algorithms to over-
come artifacts of existing spatial input devices, such as tech-
niques for filtering noise and lag from tracker data [1][42].
Instead we focus on issues which are specific to spatial
interaction techniques.

Many results in spatial input are scattered across the litera-
ture, without an overall structure in which to view them. The
interface designer is faced with numerous descriptions of
applications and experiments, without order, organization,
or a common nomenclature. There have been a few publica-
tions which extract common themes from the examples and
studies available, or distill this information into practical
suggestions. To make some headway on this problem, the
present work seeks to synthesize many results into a com-
mon framework, in the form of a series of design issues.

The design issues we present are not well-formulated princi-
ples of design or ready-to-go solutions. Rather we present
some issues to be aware of and some different approaches to
try. Few of the design issues we present have been subjected
to formal user studies, so they are supported only by possi-
bly unrepresentative user observations. Nonetheless we
believe the present survey of design issues will serve as a
useful guide and starting point for the community of design-
ers and researchers wishing to investigate spatial input.

PREVIOUS WORK
Previous work in spatial interaction consists largely of two
flavors: single applications built for users with specialized
tasks, and formal user studies which analyze individual phe-
nomena in isolation. Example applications include the 3DM
three-dimensional modeler [14], Ostby’s system for describ-
ing and modifying free-form surfaces [49], or Sachs’s 3-
Draw computer-aided design tool [54]. Example formal user
studies include Jacob’s multidimensional input experiment
[37] or various studies of 3D point selection [62][64].

Unfortunately, there are few papers which attempt to bridge
the gap between these two different types of research
results. How can the techniques which work in one specific
application be applied to another 3D interface? How can the
results of a formal study be applied in a nuts-and-bolts fash-
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ion to a given 3D interface design problem? While the
present survey cannot adequately address these larger ques-
tions, we hope that the survey can help researchers and
designers who may be unfamiliar with spatial input tech-
niques to ground themselves in the field.

Brooks offers many insightful observations about 3D inter-
faces in his 1988 SIGCHI plenary address [11]. Our hope is
to supplement Brooks’s observations with some additional
issues which are described in the literature and which we
have experienced in our research. We reference some of
Brooks’s observations, but the reader should be aware that
many important issues presented in Brooks’s paper are not
covered by the present survey.

Nielsen’s discussion of noncommand user interfaces [47]
covers similar ground, but the scope of Nielsen’s work is
much broader than this survey. Nielsen’s goal is to describe
trends in advanced interface design, while by contrast, our
goal is to discuss design issues in one class of advanced
interfaces, those that employ 3D free-space input.

DESIGN ISSUES
We have grouped our observations into two major catego-
ries, those dealing with human perception, and those dealing
with ergonomic concerns. This is purely an organizational
convenience, rather than an indication of some fundamental
difference between the two types of issues.

Human Perception

1: Understanding three-dimensional space vs.
experiencing three-dimensional space

Anyone who has tried to build a stone wall knows how diffi-
cult it is to look at a pile of available stones and decide
which stone will best fit into a gap in the wall. There are
some individuals, such as experienced stone masons, who
have become proficient with this task, but most people sim-
ply have totry different stones until one is found that fits
reasonably well.

In general, people are good at experiencing 3D and experi-
menting with spatial relationships between real-world
objects, but we possess little innate comprehension of 3D
space in the abstract. People do not innatelyunderstand
three dimensional reality, but rather theyexperience it.1

From a perceptual standpoint, we could argue that our diffi-
culty in building stone walls, and in performing abstract 3D
tasks in general, is a result of our sub-conscious, rather than
conscious, perception of 3D reality. For example, the Shep-
ard-Metzler mental rotation study [57] suggests that for
some classes of objects, we must mentally envision a rigid
body transformation on the object to understand how it will
look from different viewpoints; that is, we must perceive the
motion to understand the effect of the transformation.

Previous interfaces have demonstrated a number of issues
which may facilitate 3D space perception, including the fol-
lowing:

1. Ivan Sutherland suggested this distinction between understanding 3D
and experiencing 3D in the Fall of 1993. Also, Fred Brooks included this
idea in his 1988 review paper where he observes that “3D understanding is
difficult” [11].

• Spatial references
• Relative gesture vs. absolute gesture
• Two-handed interaction
• Multisensory feedback
• Physical constraints
• Head tracking techniques

We do not wish to suggest that all spatial interfaces must
consider all these issues to be usable. Rather, the designer
should consider these issues as a set of approaches which
might be applied to a given design problem.

We now further explain these issues using examples drawn
from instances of 3D interfaces.

1.1: Spatial references

Badler [2] describes an interface where a stylus is used to
control the position of a virtual camera. One version of the
interface allows the user to indicate the desired view of an
imaginary object using the stylus. Badler reports that “the
lack of spatial feedback [makes] positioning the view a very
consciously calculated activity.”

Badler repeated the experiment with a real (as opposed to
imaginary) object. He digitized a plastic spaceship and
allowed the user to specify the virtual camera view of the
corresponding wireframe spaceship by positioning and ori-
enting the wand relative to the real-world plastic spaceship.
With this single change, Badler’s “consciously calculated
activity” suddenly became “natural and effortless” for the
operator to control.

In general, to perform a task, the user’s perceptual system
needs something to refer to, something toexperience. In 3D,
using a spatial reference (such as Badler’s plastic spaceship)
is one way to provide this perceptual experience. More pre-
cisely, we define aspatial reference as a real-world object
relative to which the user can gesture when interacting in
3D.

Ostby’s system for manipulating surface patches [49] was a
second early system to note the importance of spatial refer-
ences. Ostby reported that “[locating] a desired point or area
[is] much easier when a real object is sitting on the Polhe-
mus’s digitizing surface.”

1.2: Relative gesture vs. absolute gesture

In Galyean’s 3D sculpting interface [29], the user deforms a
3D model by positioning a single tracker in an absolute,
fixed volume in front of a monitor. This leads to an interface
which is not entirely intuitive. Galyean reports that “control-
ling the tool position is not easy. Even though the Polhemus
pointer is held in a well-defined region, it is often difficult to
correlate the position of the pointer in space with the posi-
tion of the tool on the screen.”

Compare this to Sachs’s 3-Draw computer-aided design tool
[54], which allows the user to hold a stylus in one hand and
a palette in the other (both objects are tracked by the com-
puter). These tools serve to draw and view a 3D virtual
object which is seen on a desktop monitor. The palette is
used to view the object, while motion of the stylus relative
to the palette is used to draw and edit the curves making up
the object.



3-Draw’s use of the stylus for editing existing curves and
Galyean’s use of the “Polhemus pointer” for deforming a
sculpture represent nearly identical tasks, yet the authors of
3-Draw do not report the difficulties which Galyean encoun-
tered. We attribute this difference to the palette-relative ges-
ture employed by 3-Draw, as opposed to the abstract,
absolute-space gesture required by Galyean’s sculpting
interface. As Sachs notes, “users require far less concentra-
tion to manipulate objects relative to each other than if one
object were fixed absolutely in space while a single input
sensor controlled the other” [54].

Thus, users may have trouble moving in a fixed, absolute
coordinate frame. A spatial interface could instead base its
interaction techniques upon relative motion, including
motion relative to a spatial reference or the user’s own body.

We have previously described an interface where users can
manipulate virtual objects by moving real-world tools or
“props” [35] which correspond to the virtual objects, and
thus serve as spatial references. Based on our informal
observations of test users at various stages of the design,
using any spatial reference is better than none. Even an
abstract object, such as 3-Draw’s palette, a rubber ball, or
the user’s other hand, can serve as a source for relative ges-
ture. If the spatial reference corresponds closely to the vir-
tual object, the users’s tactile and kinesthetic feedback
reinforce the visual illusion, but such correspondence is
desirable, rather than strictly necessary.

1.3: Two-handed interaction

Two-handed input has often been viewed as a technique to
improve the efficiency of human-computer interaction, by
enabling the user to perform two sub-tasks in parallel [15],
rather than as sequentially selected modes. When interacting
in three dimensions, we find that using two hands not only
improves efficiency, but can also help to make spatial input
comprehensible to the user. For example, during informal
user observations of a virtual reality interface, we have
noted that users of two-handed interaction are less likely to
become disoriented versus users who interact with only one
hand [50].

Enabling the use of both hands can allow users to ground
themselves in the interaction space; in essence the user’s
own body becomes a spatial reference. Regarding two-
handed interaction in free space, Sachs observes that “the
simultaneous use of two [spatial input] sensors takes advan-
tage of people’s innate ability--knowing precisely where
their hands are relative to each other” [54]. Our informal
observation of several hundred test users of a two-handed
spatial interface for neurosurgical visualization [35]
strengthens and reaffirms Sachs’s observation: we find that
most test users can operate the two-handed interface effec-
tively within their first minute of use. This also reinforces
findings by Buxton [15] and Kabbash [39] that users can
transfer everyday skills for manipulating tools with two
hands to the operation of a computer, with little or no train-
ing.

Even when manipulating just a single object in 3D, using
two hands can be useful and natural. In a classic wizard-of-
oz experiment, Hauptmann [33] observed test subjects spon-
taneously using two hands for single-object translation, rota-

tion, and scaling tasks. Using two hands can also offer other
practical advantages: it is often easier to grasp and rotate a
spatial input device with two hands, and fatigue may be
reduced since the hands can provide mutual physical sup-
port.

Guiard’s analysis of human skilled bimanual action [32]
provides an insightful theoretical framework for hypothesiz-
ing which classes of two-handed interfaces might improve
performance without inducing additional cognitive load.
Guiard has proposed the following principles based on his
observations of right-handed subjects:

• “Motion of the right hand typically finds its spatial refer-
ences in the results of motion of the left hand.” For
example, when writing, the left hand controls the posi-
tion and orientation of the page, while the right hand
performs the actual writing by moving the pen relative
to the left hand.

• The right and left hands are involved in asymmetric tem-
poral-spatial scales of motion. In the writing task, for
example, the movements of the left hand adjusting the
page are low in temporal and spatial frequency com-
pared to the high-frequency, detailed work done by the
right hand.

• “The contribution of the left hand to global manual per-
formance starts earlier than that of the right.” The left
hand first positions the paper, then the right hand begins
to write.

We note, however, that Guiard’s principles have not been
formally demonstrated, and may also represent an incom-
plete set of conditions for usable two-handed interfaces. For
example, Kabbash [39] describes a two-handed interface
(the “palette menu”) where the user moves an opaque menu
using a trackball in the left hand and a selection cursor using
a mouse in the right hand. Although this interface apparently
conforms to Guiard’s principles, Kabbash’s results suggest
that the palette menu interface may induce a cognitive load.

1.4: Multisensory feedback

A key challenging facing spatial interaction is identifying
aspects of the proprioceptive senses that we can take advan-
tage of when interacting in real space. Interacting with
imaginary, computer-generated worlds can easily bewilder
users; presumably, providing a wide range of sensory feed-
back might help the user to more readily perceive their vir-
tual environment. Psychologist J. J. Gibson has long argued
that information from a variety of feedback channels is cru-
cial to our understanding of space [30].

Brooks [11] discusses interfaces which employ multisensory
feedback techniques, including force feedback [12][36][46],
space exclusion (collision detection), and supporting audi-
tory feedback. To these techniques we addphysical manipu-
lation of tools with mass.

For example, we have experimented with a virtual reality
interface for positioning a virtual flashlight using a glove,
which users can use to grab and position the virtual flash-
light. However, during public demo sessions, we found that
users have inordinate difficulty grasping and manipulating
the virtual flashlight using the glove. By replacing the glove
with a trackedphysical flashlight, we found that users could
position the virtual flashlight with ease. For this application,



physical manipulation of a flashlight worked well, while
glove-based manipulation of a virtual flashlight was a disas-
ter.

We see several factors which can contribute to ease-of-use
for the physical manipulation paradigm:

• When utilizing glove-based input, the user must rotate
the entire hand to indicate the rotation of a virtual object.
But as Liang notes, “the hand has certain kinematic con-
straints. For example, it is far more easy to rotate some-
thing held by the fingers than to rotate the whole hand
itself” [43].

• The mass of the tool can damp instabilities in the user’s
hand motion. For example, surgeons are very particular
about theweight of their surgical instruments, as the
proper heaviness can help decrease the amplitude of
small, involuntary hand tremors.

• A physical tool provides kinesthetic feedback, due to the
tool’s inertia and the force of gravity.

• The physical properties of a tool suggest its use and con-
strain how the user can manipulate it. For example, a
screwdriver affords rotation about its vertical axis while
a wrench affords rotation about a horizontal axis. This
type of haptic feedback would not possible if the rota-
tional constraints were purely visual, as is the case with
graphical 3D widgets [20].

1.5: Physical constraints and affordances

Physical constraints and affordances are widely used in
industrial design (Norman [48] provides many examples)
and we believe spatial interfaces can take advantage of these
physical properties of objects. Software constraints are often
useful, but they do have limitations: the user must under-
stand the constraints and their feedback, which may impose
a small cognitive load. Using physical constraints can
remove this cognitive load and also lends support: users can
try configurations of objects by moving their hands until
they hit something.

For example, Schmandt describes an interface for entering
multiple layers of VLSI circuit design data in a 3D stereo-
scopic work space [55]. The user enters the data by pressing
a stylus on a stationary 2D tablet; the user can adjust the
depth of the image so that the desired plane-of-depth lines
up with the 2D tablet. Versions of the interface which con-
strained the 3D stylus position to lie on grid points via soft-
ware mapping were less successful; the physical support of
the tablet proved essential.

Other useful 2D constraining surfaces include the physical
surface of the user’s desk, the glass surface of the user’s
monitor, or even a hand-held palette or clipboard.

For example, we use a clipboard (held in the non-dominant
hand) and a stylus (held in the dominant hand) in a virtual
reality application which allows the user to edit the architec-
tural layout of the room they are standing in [59]. The stylus
is used to edit a miniature model of the room, which is seen
on the virtual counterpart of the real-world clipboard. The
clipboard provides a convenient work surface which can be
moved out of the way when it is necessary to view the larger
context, and also provides an effective metaphor for action-
at-a-distance: the user can, for example, move an object on
the opposite side of the room by moving its representation

on the virtual clipboard. Based on our informal observations
of users of this interface, we find that using a combination of
physical and software constraints works well.

1.6: Head tracking techniques

In a non-immersive spatial interface, desktop-based head
tracking can allow the interface to “give back” some of the
information lost by displaying 3D objects on a flat display,
via head motion parallax depth cues. We merely note head
tracking as a technique for spatial feedback; previous
research [45][22][66][43] discusses the advantages of head
tracking and the implementation details. An additional user
study [51] shows performance improvement for a generic
search task using an immersive head-tracked, head-mounted
display vs. a non-head-tracked display.

2: User perception of multidimensional tasks: related
vs. independent input dimensions

The Jacob / Sibert study [37] compares user performance for
two tasks: the first asks the user to match the (x, y, size) of
two squares, while the second task requires matching the (x,
y, greyscale) of two squares. Both tasks require the control
of three input dimensions, but Jacob reports that user task
performance time for the (x, y, size) task is best with a 3D
position tracker, while performance for the (x, y, greyscale)
task is best with a mouse (using an explicit mode to change
just the greyscale).

Jacob argues that the 3D tracker works best for the (x, y,
size) task since the user thinks of these as related quantities
(“integral attributes”), whereas the mouse is best for the (x,
y, greyscale) task because the user perceives (x, y) and
(greyscale) as independent quantities (“separable
attributes”). The underlying design principle, in Jacob’s ter-
minology, is that “the structure of the perceptual space of an
interaction task should mirror that of the control space of its
input device” [37].

This result points away from the standard notion of logical
input devices. It may not be enough for the designer to know
that a logical task requires the control of three input parame-
ters (u, v, w). The designer should also know if the intended
users perceiveu, v, andw as related or independent quanti-
ties. In general it may not be obvious or easy to determine
exactly how the user perceives a given set of input dimen-
sions.

2.1: Extraneous degrees of freedom

Most spatial input devices return six dimensions of input
data, but this does not mean that all six dimensions should
be used at all times. If, for example, the user’s task consists
only of orienting an object, it makes little sense to allow
simultaneous translation, since this only makes the user’s
task more difficult: the user must simultaneously orient the
object and keep it from moving beyond their field of view.
Extraneous input dimensions should be constrained to some
meaningful value.

In general, it makes good common sense to exploit task-spe-
cific needs to reduce dimensionality. For example, the
mouse-based interactive shadows technique [34] allows
constrained movement in 2D planes within a 3D scene. If
the user’s task consists only of such constrained 2D move-



ments, this may result in a better interface than free-space
3D positioning. Presumably this general strategy can scale
to the use of spatial input devices.

3: Control metaphors

Ware [65] identifies three basic control metaphors for 3D
interaction:

• Eyeball-in-hand metaphor (camera metaphor): The
view the user sees is controlled by direct (hand-guided)
manipulation of a virtual camera. Brooks has found this
metaphor to be useful when used in conjunction with an
overview map of the scene [10][11].

• Scene-in-hand metaphor: The user has an external view
of an object, and manipulates the object directly via
hand motion. Ware suggests this metaphor is good for
manipulating closed objects, but not for moving through
the interior of an object [65].

• Flying vehicle control (flying metaphor): The user flies a
vehicle to navigate through the scene. Ware found flying
to be good for navigating through an interior, but poor
for moving around a closed object [65]. Special cases of
flying include the “car driving metaphor,” as well as the
“locomotion metaphor,” which requires the user to phys-
ically walk through the scene [10].

We add a fourth metaphor:

• Ray casting metaphor: The user indicates a target by
casting a ray or cone into the 3D scene. The metaphor
can be used for object selection [43] as well as naviga-
tion [44]. It is not yet clear under which specific circum-
stances ray casting may prove useful.

The selection of an appropriate control metaphor is very
important: the user’s ability to perform 3D tasks intuitively,
or to perform certain 3D tasks at all, can depend heavily on
the types of manipulation which the control metaphor
affords. Brooks addresses this issue under the heading “met-
aphor matters” [11].

4: Issues in dynamic target acquisition

The termdynamic target acquisition refers to target selec-
tion tasks such as 3D point selection, object translation,
object selection, and docking. As previously suggested,
specifying a target based on the absolute (x, y, z) position of
the tracker can be a fatiguing, consciously calculated inter-
action. Instead targeting can be based upon relative motion;
options include movement of the user’s hand relative to the
user’s body, relative to the user’s other hand, relative to a
real object, or relative to the starting point of the gesture.

We present several issues related to dynamic target acquisi-
tion tasks:

• Use of transparency to facilitate target acquisition
• Ray casting vs. direct positioning in 3D
• Cone casting vs. ray casting

The first two issues suggest general strategies, while the sec-
ond two issues address 3D point selection and 3D object
selection, respectively.

4.1: Use of transparency to facilitate target acquisition

Transparency is a good general technique to aid in dynamic
target acquisition tasks for two reasons:

• Occlusion cues: Placing a semi-transparent surface in a
3D scene provides occlusion cues. The user can easily
perceive which objects are in front of, behind, or inter-
sected by a transparent surface.

• Context: Since the surface is semi-transparent, objects
behind it are not completely obscured from view. This
allows the user to maintain context as the transparent
surface is manipulated.

Zhai [68] describes the use of a semi-transparent volume,
known as the “silk cursor,” for dynamic target acquisition.
Zhai’s experimental results suggest that for the 3D dynamic
target acquisition task which he studies, transparency alone
leads to greater performance improvements than stereopsis
alone. Zhai’s work is the first we know of to generalize the
benefits of transparent volumes for target acquisition tasks.

Other example uses of transparency to aid target acquisition
include use of a 3D cone for object selection [43], use of a
semi-transparent plane for selecting cross-sections of a
polygonal brain [35], and use of a semi-transparent tool
sheet in the Toolglass interface [7].

4.2: Ray casting vs. direct positioning in 3D

Perhaps the most obvious way to implement point selection
is to base it on the (x, y, z) position of the tracker, but in
many circumstances 3D ray casting may be a superior strat-
egy for selecting 3D points. Instead of directly specifying
the 3D point, the spatial input device is used to shoot a ray
into the scene, allowing the user to hold the input device in a
comfortable position and rotate it to change the ray direction
[43].

The 3D points selectable by casting a ray are constrained to
lie on the surface of virtual objects in the scene. In many cir-
cumstances this is exactly what is desired. If it is necessary
to select points on objects which are inside of or behind
other objects in the scene, the ray casting can be augmented
with a mechanism for cycling through the set of all ray-
object intersection points.

For disconnected 3D points, 3D snap-dragging techniques
[6] can be used if the disconnected points are related to
existing objects in the scene. If the disconnected points are
on the interior of objects, ray casting can be combined with
a “cutting plane” operator, which is used to expose the inte-
rior of the objects [35][43].

Digitizing points on the surface of a real object is an
instance where ray casting may not be helpful. In this case,
the real object provides a spatial reference for the user as
well as physical support of the hand; as a result, direct 3D
point selection works well [49].

4.3: Cone casting vs. ray casting

For gross object selection, ray casting may become less
appropriate, especially if the object may be distant. One
could alternatively use a translucent 3D cone to indicate a
region of interest; distance metrics can be used to choose the
closest object within the cone. Note that “spotlighting”
visual effects afforded by many graphics workstations can
provide real-time feedback for this task.

We base this strategy on the implementation reported by
Liang [43]. It is not presently clear if other strategies, such



as using ray casting to sweep out a cone, might provide bet-
ter results in some cases.

5: Recalibration mechanisms

At a low level, all spatial input devices provide the software
with an absolute position in a global coordinate frame. The
user interface should provide arecalibration mechanism for
mapping thisabsolute position to a newlogical position,
which allows the user to specify a comfortable resting posi-
tion in the real world as a center point for the interaction
space. We are aware of three basic recalibration strategies:

Command-based: The user explicitly triggers a recalibration
command, sometimes referred to as a “centering command”
or a “homing command.” JDCAD, for example, uses this
strategy [43] to bring the 3D cursor to the center of the visi-
ble volume.

Ratcheting: Many spatial interfaces (e.g. [18], [64]) utilize
the notion ofratcheting, which allows the user to perform
movements in a series of grab-release cycles. (The user
presses a clutch button, moves the input device, releases the
clutch button, returns his or her hand to a comfortable posi-
tion, and repeats the process).

Continuous: In some cases recalibration can be made invisi-
ble to the user. For example, in a virtual reality system,
when the user moves his body or head, the local coordinate
system is automatically updated to keep their motions body-
centric. Another example is provided by our desk-top sys-
tem [35], where a tool held in the non-dominant hand is used
to define a dynamic frame-of-reference relative to which
other tools may be moved with the dominant hand. Based on
informal observations of several hundred test users, we find
that the technique is natural and intuitive.

These strategies can be composed. In a virtual reality appli-
cation, for instance, the position of the hands will be contin-
uously recalibrated to the current position of the head, but an
object in the virtual environment might be moved about via
ratcheting, or brought to the center of the user’s field of view
by a homing command.

Ergonomics and Facility of Interaction

6: Multiple degree-of-freedom input in coarse
positioning tasks vs. precise positioning tasks

In two dimensions, the direct manipulation paradigm allows
rapid, imprecise object placement. But to perform useful
work in the context of a complex application such as a docu-
ment editor, direct manipulation often needs to be con-
strained by techniques such as gridding or snap-dragging
[5]. Corresponding three-dimensional constraint techniques
and feedback mechanisms need to be developed for use in
spatial interfaces.

Users may have difficulty controlling an interface which
requires simultaneous, precise control of an object’s position
and orientation. The biomechanical constraints of the hands
and arms prevent translations from being independent of
rotations, so rotation will be accompanied by inadvertent
translation, and vice versa. Even in the real world, we typi-
cally break down 6DoF tasks, such as docking, into two sub-

tasks: translating to the location and then matching
orientations [12].

The design hurdle is this: provide an interface which effec-
tively integrates rapid, imprecise, multiple degree-of-free-
dom object placement with slower, but more precise object
placement, while providing feedback that makes it all com-
prehensible. As Stu Card has commented, a major challenge
of the post-WIMP interface is to find and characterize
appropriate mappings from high degree-of-freedom input
devices to high degree-of-freedom input tasks.

Applications such as 3-Draw [54] and abstractions such as
Gleicher’s snap-together math [31] make good initial
progress toward providing constrained input in 3D, but we
believe the general “spatial input constraint problem,” and
the issue of providing appropriate feedback in particular, is
still a challenging area for future research.

7: Dynamics and size of the working volume of the
user’s hands

Guiard’s observations of subjects performing writing tasks
[32] as well as observations of users of our two-handed
interface [35] suggest that people tend to move their hands
in a surprisingly small working volume. This volume is not
only small, but also tends to move over time as the user
changes body posture.

Guiard’s analysis of handwriting tasks suggests that the
writer tends to define an active volume relative to his or her
non-dominant hand. Guiard also reports that “the writing
speed of adults is reduced by some 20% when instructions
prevent the nonpreferred hand from manipulating the page”
[32].

This suggests that users of a spatial interface which requires
movements relative to a fixed frame-of-reference in their
environment may experience reduced task performance due
to cognitive load, fatigue, or both. This also reinforces the
possible importance of using relative gesture (section 1.2)
and providing recalibration mechanisms (section 5).

8: Use of mice and keyboards in combination with with
free-space input devices

It can be awkward and fatiguing to repeatedly switch
between spatial input devices and traditional input devices
such as mice and keyboards. Keyboards are especially prob-
lematic because they can get in the user’s way. We have
noted that users frequently rest their hands on the desk-top
while manipulating spatial interface tools [35]; if the key-
board is present, it frequently entangles the cabling for the
trackers or otherwise gets in the way.

Alternatives include:

• Voice input: Mouse-activated commands and keyboard
hotkeys can be replaced by voice commands.

• Touchscreen: A touchscreen could be also used for com-
mand selection, but might furthermore allow the user to
perform 2D direct manipulation tasks [56]. Note the
facility with which a touchscreen can be utilized: users
can touch the screen directly with their spatial input
devices, instead of putting them down to use a mouse.
This remains an untested idea, but we have observed
neurosurgeons spontaneously reaching out to touch the



screen during discussions of our neurosurgical visualiza-
tion interface [35], suggesting that surgeons will find
touching the screen with spatial interface tools to be nat-
ural.

The general issue of constructinghybrid interfaces which
combine 2D and 3D interaction in a unified framework
(both in terms of user interaction, and from the standpoint of
support provided by user interface toolkits [50]) remains
largely unexplored. Feiner’s integration of a 3D augmented
reality head-mounted display with a standard 2D desktop
display [25] offers one of the few examples of which we are
aware.

9: Clutching mechanisms

Most spatial interfaces incorporate some type ofclutching
mechanism, that is, a software mode which allows the spa-
tial input device to be moved without affecting the 3D cur-
sor. In our experience, some of the most confounding (for
the user) and hard-to-fix (for the implementor) usability
problems and ergonomic difficulties can arise due to poor
clutch design.

For example, we have seen users struggle with many differ-
ent clutch designs in our two-handed spatial interface [35].
In versions of the interface which used more than one clutch
(one clutch was provided for each tool), users could operate
the interface easily once the operation of the clutches was
explained to them, but most users could not infer the opera-
tion of the clutches without any instruction. In versions of
the interface which used an ill-placed or hard-to-press clutch
button, users became fatigued in as little as five minutes of
use. A clutch based on voice input also did not seem to work
very well. Based on this experience, we suggest that a poor
clutching interface can jeopardize the usefulness of spatial
input.

As an example clutching mechanism, the University of
North Carolina has constructed an input device which con-
sists of a 3D tracker encased in a pool ball, which has a
clutch button mounted on its surface [18]. When the user
holds the clutch button down, the virtual object follows
movements of the pool ball, and when the button is released,
movement of the pool ball has no effect.

When a clutch button is mounted at a fixed location on a
spatial input device, the user must have a fixed grip on the
input device, to keep their fingers in a position to press the
clutch button. Due to the kinematic constraints of the wrist,
a fixed grip limits the possible rotations which can be per-
formed. If arbitrary, large-angle rotations are required, the
resulting interface can be very awkward. In such cases the
clutch button should be separated from the input device. For
example, one interface which requires arbitrary rotations
uses a foot pedal as a clutch [35], allowing the associated
spatial input device to be rotated with ease.

If the user’s task seldom requires arbitrary rotation, it is
preferable to mount the clutch button directly on the input
device. Such a button, unlike the foot pedal, is visibly con-
nected to the input device it controls, and its operation is
therefore self-revealing.

Another alternative is to have no clutch button at all. If the
interface provides a mechanism to take a snapshot of the

screen, in some cases the need for clutching might be elimi-
nated altogether.

10: Importance of ergonomic details in spatial interfaces

Manipulating input devices in free space can easily fatigue
the user. The designer of a spatial interface must take special
pains to avoid or reduce fatigue wherever possible. A poor
design risks degraded user performance, user dissatisfac-
tion, and possibly even injury to the user. An exhaustive list
of human factors requirements is beyond the scope of this
paper, but we can make a few suggestions:

• Users should be able to move around and shift their
body posture. The interface should not require the spa-
tial input devices to be held within a fixed volume that
cannot easily be adjusted by the user. Use of recalibra-
tion mechanisms is one way to address this problem.

• For desk top configurations, provide an adjustable
height chair with arm rests. Also, using aC or L  shaped
desk can provide additional surface area to rest the arms.

• If the interface is designed well, fatigue should only be
associated with prolonged, uninterrupted use. It may be
useful to build time-outs into the system which remind
the user to take an occasional break.

Also note that, based on our user observations, the posture
of users’ hands while manipulating spatial interface tools
[35] is not the same as the hand posture required during typ-
ing. The palms face each other (instead of facing downward)
and users usually either rest the sides of their palms on the
desk top, or they alternatively support their forearms at the
elbows using chair arm rests, and hold their hands in the air
above the desk top. This suggests that the ergonomics
requirements for spatial manipulation may be different than
those for typing.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This paper represents a first attempt to extract design issues
from a large body of work. We have identified common
themes in what has worked well for spatial input, and what
has not. The issues we have presented are not formally
proven principles of design. They are meant to serve as a
guide to designers who are getting started in spatial input,
and should not be expected to serve as a substitute for user
testing of any spatial interface based upon strategies we
have suggested.

Situations where the issues and strategies we have discussed
work well, or where they do not work well, need to be better
defined and characterized, and ultimately subjected to for-
mal study. In contemplating formal studies of some of the
observations herein, we have been struck by the apparent
interdependency of it all: it is extremely difficult to devise
experiments which will give insight into one specific phe-
nomenon, without the results being confounded by other
effects. Nonetheless, we welcome suggestions for formal
experiments.

Multidimensional input is still a hard, unsolved problem, so
we cannot hope that the present attempt to distill design
issues will address every important issue; we are still learn-
ing something new every day. But we believe this paper is at
least a good start, and we hope that in the future other
researchers will be able to formulate more precise principles



of design which will augment or supercede the preliminary
results presented here.

Writing this paper has led us to ask many questions which
we are currently unable to address, but they should form an
agenda for possible future research:

• Which design issues apply to both spatial interfaces on
the desktop and virtual reality or augmented reality
interfaces using head-mounted, head-tracked displays?
Which do not? Why?

• What ideas, metaphors, or working patterns might 3D
computer interfaces adopt from people who must under-
stand spatial relationships to perform their real-world
tasks, such as sculptors, surgeons, radiologists, masons,
pilots, furniture movers, architects, or molecular chem-
ists? What spatial reasoning skills, or classes of skills,
can be found across this wide range of expertise? Is spa-
tial interaction inherently prone to be very task- and
user-specific?
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